
FMUSER's Hotel IPTV Solution Technical
Details Presented to Riyadh Hotel Engineers

FMUSER can customize IPTV system user interface as

per requirement for hospitality, healthcare,

education, government, residential area, cruise ships,

trains, gyms, restaurant, or else. All elements can be

customized, from colors, position, to templates.

FMUSER's hotel IPTV solution is compatible with

versatile content sources, including local HDMI, UHF,

Satellite Signals (paid TV programs like Canal+ and

DSTV, as well as free TV programs like Arabsat,

Ethiosat, Hotbird, and Nilesat), along with encrypted

TV programs.

The deployment of an IPTV solution in

Riyadh's hotels presents a unique

opportunity to reinvent the guest

experience while addressing emerging

market demands.

GUANGZHOU, GUANGDONG, CHINA,

April 24, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- In

an era where Riyadh's hotel industry is

constantly seeking to provide unique

and memorable guest experiences,

hotel engineers are faced with

challenges in the technical aspects of

deploying a reliable and efficient hotel

IPTV system. Recognizing the need for

a seamless solution, FMUSER, a trusted

leader in IPTV technology, is stepping

forward to assist hotel engineers in

overcoming these obstacles.

I. Introducing FMUSER's Hotel IPTV

Solution

FMUSER's solution of Hotel IPTV Riyadh

is designed with a range of

customizable features that aim to

provide a comprehensive, user-friendly

experience for guests in Riyadh's

hotels:

- Cost-effective solution

- Full Arabic Cutomization and more language options

- Arabic Live TV channels

- Arabic VOD content

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.fmradiobroadcast.com/article/detail/hotel-iptv-riyadh.html
https://www.fmradiobroadcast.com/product/detail/hotel-iptv.html


FMUSER's hotel IPTV system enables guests to

conveniently access a range of services from their

room, including cleaning, laundry, etc. This

integration eliminates the need for multiple calls or

visits, simplifying and enhancing the guest

experience.

- Custom display hotel information and

services in Arabic. 

- Custom content to the specific

cultural and language preferences

Explore more technical details through

our Video Series:

- Features & Solutions:

https://youtu.be/0jVFQs34oYI

- Frequently Asked Questions:

https://youtu.be/YzBcyj2NASE

- IPTV System Easy Setup:

https://youtu.be/CPh5kd_sApU

- 100 Hotel Guest Room Case Study:

https://youtu.be/FN388sPgz-U

Download PDF to learn more about our

solution:

- In English: https://www.fmradiobroadcast.com/UpLoad/OGbvDP-pmEipwiN4JDzE-g--

/Files/202211/20221124142339332253.pdf

- In Arabic: https://www.fmradiobroadcast.com/UpLoad/OGbvDP-pmEipwiN4JDzE-g--

/Files/202303/20230321113004825322.pdf

- In Russian: https://www.fmradiobroadcast.com/UpLoad/OGbvDP-pmEipwiN4JDzE-g--

/Files/202303/20230321114511126495.pdf

- In French: https://www.fmradiobroadcast.com/UpLoad/OGbvDP-pmEipwiN4JDzE-g--

/Files/202303/20230321114614813277.pdf

- In Korean: https://www.fmradiobroadcast.com/UpLoad/OGbvDP-pmEipwiN4JDzE-g--

/Files/202303/20230321114736895883.pdf

- In Portuguese: https://www.fmradiobroadcast.com/UpLoad/OGbvDP-pmEipwiN4JDzE-g--

/Files/202303/20230321115013692283.pdf

- In Japanese: https://www.fmradiobroadcast.com/UpLoad/OGbvDP-pmEipwiN4JDzE-g--

/Files/202303/20230321115150480945.pdf

- In Spanish: https://www.fmradiobroadcast.com/UpLoad/OGbvDP-pmEipwiN4JDzE-g--

/Files/202303/20230321115237189413.pdf

- In Italian: https://www.fmradiobroadcast.com/UpLoad/OGbvDP-pmEipwiN4JDzE-g--

/Files/202303/20230321115405265491.pdf

"At FMUSER, we understand the difficulties hotel engineers face in deploying IPTV systems. Our

turnkey solution ensures a smooth and hassle-free process, allowing them to focus on providing

exceptional guest experiences," said Mr. Tom leequan, Sales Manager at FMUSER. "With our

advanced IPTV technology, Riyadh's hotel industry can enhance their guests' entertainment
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options, boost brand awareness, and create new revenue streams."

II. How the System Works Technically

The FMUSER Arabic Hotel IPTV system operates based on advanced technological processes,

where TV programs are created, transmitted, and eventually received in hotel rooms in a multi-

step process.

1. Satellite TV Programs

The transmission of satellite TV programs begins with broadcasters sending their signals up to a

satellite. This signal is then received by a satellite dish located at the hotel premises. As for the

FBE308 free-to-air (FTA) satellite receiver, it processes these signals, transforming them into a

format that can be transmitted over the hotel's IP network. The IP signals are then sent to the

IPTV gateway, which distributes the signals to each guest room in the hotel through the hotel's

Ethernet infrastructure.

2. UHF TV Programs

Similarly, the process for UHF TV programs also involves multi-phase signal transmission.

Broadcasters send UHF signals that are captured by a UHF Yagi antenna installed at the hotel.

These signals are then processed by the FBE302U UHF receiver, which changes them into a

format that can be disseminated over the hotel's IP network. After processing, they are sent to

the IPTV gateway. The gateway then takes the responsibility of distributing the signals

throughout the hotel, delivering them to the TV in each guest room.

3. Other Devices (e.g., HDMI signals)

In addition to satellite and UHF TV programs, the FMUSER Arabic Hotel IPTV solution also

supports input from various other devices such as DVD players, camcorders, or computers with

HDMI output. These signals are processed by a hardware encoder, which transforms the HDMI

signals into IP format. The IPTV gateway then takes these IP signals and distributes them to each

guest room. This allows for a versatile range of input sources, ensuring that hotels can offer their

guests a broad selection of viewing options.

III. Hardware Configuration

The FMUSER Arabic Hotel IPTV solution is underpinned by a robust set of hardware components

uniquely configured to ensure reliable and efficient service delivery.

- FBE308 free-to-air (FTA) satellite receiver

- FBE302U UHF receiver

- FBE801 IPTV Gateway (IPTV Server)



- Network Switches

- FBE010 Set-Top Boxes 

- Hardware Encoders (HDMI, SDI, or others) 

- Antenna System (satellite dish, UHF Yagi antenna, RF coaxial cables)

- Parts & Accessories (tool kits and parts)

IV. Software Configuration

The FMUSER Arabic Hotel IPTV Solution is built not only on top-notch hardware but also on

intricate software that allows signal conversion, customization of content, and seamless delivery

of services to each guest room in the hotel.

1. Configuring FBE308 Satellite Receiver

The FBE308 satellite receiver requires proper configuration to effectively receive and process

signals from the satellite dish. It comes with a user-friendly interface where the received satellite

signals can be configured according to the desired channels, video quality, and other

parameters. Once these signals have been correctly processed and transformed into IP signals,

they are transferred into the IPTV Gateway.

2. Configuring FBE302U UHF Receivers

The FBE302U UHF receiver functions in a similar way. Signals received by the UHF Yagi Antenna

are transferred into the UHF receiver. The user interface allows the configuration of these signals

based on the required channels and quality, then transforms these signals into an IP format. The

IP signals are then transferred to the IPTV Gateway.

3. Configuring FBE801 IPTV Gateway (IPTV Server)

The FBE801 IPTV Gateway, or IPTV server, serves as the central hub where all the IP signals are

aggregated and distributed to the individual guest rooms. It is also where the hotel can tailor the

information that will be displayed on the TV screens in each guest room.

The software allows for the uploading of hotel introduction images or videos that guests can

view upon turning on their TV sets. It also enables the customization of food-related information,

such as pricing and images, for a restaurant or room service menu. Further customization

includes advertising information like scrolling subtitles or special offers, and personalized

welcome messages for guests.

FMUSER invites hotel engineers in Riyadh to experience the benefits of their turnkey hotel IPTV

solution. By partnering with FMUSER, hotels can elevate their service standards, differentiate

themselves in the market, and create unforgettable guest experiences.

https://www.fmradiobroadcast.com/solution/detail/iptv


Tom Leequan

FMUSER Broadcast

+86 139 2270 2227

ein-sales@fmuser.com
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